THE BLACK BOX TREASURES (#30)

There is an interesting term called the “black box theory”. It
speaks about an object which can be analyzed in terms of its input
and output, but there is no knowledge of its internal workings… In
the case of today’s treasure the internal mechanism can be
revealed…

(Five minutes with… Fr. Semenenko’s watch #30)
There is something magical about mechanical watches. Even
though they are not as precise when compared to modern day
smartwatches. These little objects have something appealing and
fascinating. Among different chronometers, certainly the podium has
been kept for years by Patek Philippe. Patek’s watches are the Rolls Royces among timepieces. For
example, a few years ago one of Patek’s watches sold for 23 million dollars in Geneva. Among the
owners of Patek’s watches were Picasso, Walt Disney, J.P. Morgan, Albert Einstein, Pius IX, John F.
Kennedy, Queen Victoria and …. Peter Semenenko and Jerome Kajsiewicz.
Even though this Swiss watchmaker company is well known, not too many are aware of its
founder. Antoni Patek, was a Polish immigrant and a friend of our Founders. From his letters which
we hold in our Archives in Rome, we see that he stayed in touch with our Fathers for many years.
Moreover, he gave them two watches of his own production one of which is kept in Rome and the
other in Krakow, Poland. The watch in our Archives is the one which was probably given to Fr. Peter
Semenenko, C.R. From the serial number on it we can estimate that this pocket watch was made c.
1875.
The next edition of the BBT will be about the watch itself.Today I would like to show you a
fragment from Fr. Semenenko’s Diary where he mentions about his encounter with Antoni Patek in
1851 in Paris. It is funny that the slogan of the advertising campaign of Patek company was: “you
never actually own a Patek, Philippe. You merely look after it for the next generation.” Isn’t that
exactly what we have done for all these years, keeping Semenenko’s watch along with other
treasures in our Archives is Rome?
Saturday, July 5, 1851 (The Diary of Fr. Peter Semenenko, C.R.)
“I was in Paris. I wrote a letter to Fr. Joseph in Rome, describing my first impressions from
the house of Mr. Simonin and I asked him for permission to accept new candidates.
I saw Patek returning from London from an exhibition, to Geneva, home. At the
exhibition, his products have gained great attention. The Queen of England and her
husband visited him to see his products, the next day she sent her children to
him. The same was with the French Queen who came with Prince Nemours.
Antoni Patek is a very good Christian…”
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